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REPORT

2006 is proving to be another important and interesting year for
Notre Dame as it evolves into a major Australian university. It is a
big challenge for us to oversee and support three Campuses
(Fremantle, Broome and Sydney) which span the continent.
However, on all three locations great progress is being made. The
new facilities on our Broadway Campus in Sydney are working
beyond our expectations, and we are very happy with the positive
response from our students, and the wider community, to our
presence there. The Fremantle Campus is also continuing to
expand and diversify. The Minister for Education, Science and
Training, the Hon Julie Bishop, recently opened our new Nursing
facilities on this Campus in what was a very positive experience for
all concerned.
We were delighted with her enthusiastic
endorsement of Notre Dame, its role in higher education in
Australia, and especially its contribution to the health sciences.
The new building at 1 Mouat Street, at the West End of Fremantle,
is a beautiful old nineteenth century facility which has been
restored and turned into a major classroom block, servicing our
Nursing School, and other users from within the University.
Planning is well advanced on work to commence on our new
Health Sciences and Research building which will be completed, we
hope, by late 2007. We are very grateful for the financial support
of the Commonwealth Government for both these projects.
A major exercise for the University in recent months has been the
preparation of our submission for Stage 1 Accreditation for our
Sydney Medical School. Leading us through this was the Dean of
Medicine in Sydney, Professor Julie Quinlivan, and the Executive
Dean of our College of Medicine, Professor Mark McKenna. An
enormous amount of work has gone into this project, including the
establishment of important partnerships with major universities in
Australia, and agreements with a substantial range of Catholic,
public and private clinical training providers in metropolitan and
country areas in New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland. We
have also commenced work on the construct.i on of the new facilities
in Darlinghurst, Sydney for our Schools of Medicine and Nursing.
Work is well under way and we anticipate this beautiful complex to
be available for occupation in October/ November 2007.

Front Cover:
Broome Campus Vocational Education and

Training students, Lynette Bolton and
Nathan Dimer, with local identity Stephen
'Baamba' Albert at the official 2006 welcome
to students held in the Student Life Centre.
Staffand students hosted a visit to the
Fremantle Campus by volunteer crew

members of the Swedish Tall Ship,
Gotheborg. The ship is a foll scale replica of
the original tall ship Gotheborg which sailed
from Sweden to China in the late 1700s.
Law lecturer, Mr Greg Walsh in the
Sydney Campus Law Library with students.
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Unveiling the plaque
Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock; Commonwealth Minister for Education, Science and
Trajning, Hon Julie Bishop; Chancellor; Hon Justice Neville Owen and Trustee, M onsignor

Michael Keating.
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Left: Vice Chan cellery, originally the Presbytery built in 7943.

Broadway Site - Offices, Library and Courtyard.
Left: Originally the Good Samaritan Convent.

Right: St Ben edict's Church built in 1842.

Right: Originally Marist Brothers' School.
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Our Broome Campus is also thriving, and I am very pleased at the way
it is integrating itself into the Kimberley community, and developing
its special service mission to the Aboriginal people of that region. The
guest of honour at our graduation ceremony this year was Father Ray
Hevern sac, Regional Leader of the Pallottines. This great religious
order has just withdrawn from the Kimberley region after a century of
service to its Aboriginal people. Great men!
The University received a major fillip recently, with the
announcement by the Hon Julie Bishop, of a significant increase in
the allocation of Commonwealth Supported Places (CSP's) for our
courses in Nursing, Teaching, and Medicine on our Fremantle and
Sydney Campuses. These additional CSP's are vital to our future, and
we are very grateful to the Minister and her Government for the
confidence they have shown in us. Training in these three areas is
very important in the national higher education agenda. We are also
grateful for the recent statement by the Leader of the Opposition,
Kim Beazley, and his spokesperson on Education, Jenny Macklin, who
committed themselves to a continuation of these Commonwealth
Supported Places at Notre Dame, and the Fee Help Scheme which is
so important to many of our fee-paying students.
A further development of note in the life of Notre Dame is some
changes to our senior leadership structure. Professor Peter
Dallimore, long-serving and dedicated academic and administrator,
is moving towards retirement and has stepped down as Deputy Vice
Chancellor. I cannot adequately express my appreciation of his great
service to Notre Dame. His contribution to the foundation and
development of the University has been extraordinary. He will be
greatly missed. He is handing over to Professor Geoff Kiel, who
takes up his appointment as Senior Deputy Vice Chancellor on the
Fremantle Campus (and Dean of Business). In addition, we have also
appointed Mr Peter Glasson as Deputy Vice Chancellor (Sydney
Campus), and Sister Sonia Wagner as Deputy Vice Chancellor

(Broome Campus). These three outstanding people will provide onthe-ground leadership on each Campus, so important as we move
forward in the years ahead. I congratulate them on their
appointments, and look forward to working with them.
Finally, I would like to note the passing of Mary Prindiville. With her
husband Bernie, and her family, Mary was an inspiring foundation
benefactor of this University. Our Chair of Theology is named after
her in acknowledgement of her generosity.

.t.
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HONORARY DOCTORATE OF LAWS FOR
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO AUSTRALIAN
CATHOLIC EDUCATION
At the July Graduation ceremony held on the Fremantle Campus, Father John
Neill op, a Foundation Trustee and Governor of the University, was honoured
for his lifetime of loyalty, service and passionate commitment to the Church,
the Dominican Order and to Catholic education at all levels in Australia.

A

Father Kevin long

A Personal Reflection
This edition's contribution is from Father Kevin Long, Senior
Lecturer, Philosophy and Theology at Notre Dame and
Rector of St Thomas More College, The University of
Western Australia.

When Notre Dame Fremantle accepted its first
undergraduate students in 1994 I was in the privileged
position of teaching the University's Core Unit in
Theology. It was an exciting and pioneering time: we
never quite knew where the lectures would take place
- venues changed on a daily basis; IT equipment was
very basic, the university year was based on the
American model and very much out of step with other
Australian universities, library and computer resources
were limited, some students were aggrieved at the
University's insistence that all students undertake a
basic introduction to the ethical, philosophical and
theological foundations of Western Civilization and a
small group of voca l Catholics were highly suspicious
of a 'sectarian Catholic ghetto' developing within the
Port City. From such unpromising beginnings Notre
Dame has earned its rightful place within the
academic worlds of Perth, Broome and Sydney. Its
thousands of graduates are now Notre Dame's best
ambassadors in their chosen professions of education,
business, law, nursing and other health sciences.
Catholic parishes and schools throughout Western
Australia are now served by clergy and teachers
trained at Notre Dame.
The remarkable dream of establishing the first
Catholic university in Australia cou ld have simply
remained a dream if not for the tenacious dedication
and sheer dogged determination of its founding
leadership, staff and students. It was an enormous
leap into an uncertain future and it carried within it all
the vital energy, enthusiasm and optimism needed to
ensure that the Catholic faith and intellectual integrity
cou ld together find their rightful place within the
Australian academic discourse. It is impossible to limit
how God's blessings will continue to shape the everexpanding development of our University. It remains
a great privi lege for all of us - students, staff and
alumni - to be part of such a faith-filled and unique
historic enterprise.

Father Neill joined the Dominican Order Novitiate in 1955. Over his lifetime
he became one of the leading figures in Catholic education in Australia. He
was made Chair of the South Australian Commission for Catholic Schools, a
Member of the Standing Committee of the Headmasters' Conference of
Australia, and a Member of the National Catholic Education Commission. In
1986 he was elected a Fellow of the Australian College of Education and, in
1988, after a health 'scare', he retired.
In his retirement he joined the working group who had begun planning for
the new Catholic university in Western Australia which was to become The
University of Notre Dame Australia.
"I knew Father John to be a man of passion and great ability, a diplomat, a
peacemaker and an advocate, ideal for the initial role of Director of the
Planning Office of the proposed new university.
"Father John has had a profound influence on the establishment,
development and enculturation of The University of Notre Dame Australia. He
is truly one of our Founding Fathers, "said Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock.
At the ceremony Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of Sydney, Most
Reverend Anthony Fisher op read a letter of congratulations from the
Archbishop of Sydney, Cardinal George Pell.
"He is a loyal son of St Dominic, a fine priest and a much loved and
respected Chaplain. He is also a man who has made a quite extraordinary
contribution to Catholic education in this country," wrote Cardinal Pell.
Father John is now very involved in the developm~nt of the University's
Sydney Campus where he is Chaplain and Parish Priest for St Benedict's in
Chippendale, New South Wales.

•

Auxiliary Bishop of Sydney, Most Rev erend Anthony Fisher op; Vice Chancellor, Or Pet er Tannock;
Father John Neill op and Chance II or, Hon Justice Neville Owen.
Photograph courtesy of GFP Studios.
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TWO NOTRE DAME GOVERNORS RECOGNISED FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS

4

AMA (WA) President Dr Paul Skerritt with award winners Professor Lawrie Beilin, Dr Rosanna Capolingua, Professor Michael Quinlan and Professor Mike Daube.
Photograph courtesy of AMA (WA).

At the annual awards ceremony of the Australian Medical Association
of Western Australia (AMA WA), two of Notre Dame's Governors were
acknowledged for their outstanding achievements to medicine and for
their commitment to improving community health and welfare
standards in Western Australia.
Professor Michael Quinlan who is a Trustee and Governor, was
acknowledged for service as a distinguished physician, master teacher
of young doctors and as a prominent administrator.
Governor of the University, Dr Rosanna Capolingua was acknowledged
for her many years as an advocate for patients' rights, an upholder and

guardian of ethical principles and her commitment to improving and
understanding adolescent health.
Professor Lawrence Beilin and Professor Mike Daube were also
acknowledged on the night.
Association President, Professor Paul Skerritt said that WA was
fortunate to have benefited from the dedication and important
accomplishments of the four award winners.
"Above all else, the four winners share real concern and compassion for
ordinary human beings and in some cases their work has made an
impact on health and medical standards throughout the world."

2007 ADMISSIONS GUIDE LAUNCH FOR BROOME AND FREMANTLE CAMPUSES
Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock, officially launched the 2007
Admissions Guide for the Broome and Fremantle Campuses.
Principals, careers advisors and senior staff from Western Australian
Government, Catholic and Independent Secondary Schools
attended the launch held on the Fremantle Campus in June.
Dr Tannock said that the University had come a long way over the
preceeding 14 years. He stated that the Objects of the University
were the provision of university education, within a context of
Catholic faith and values; and the provision of an excellent
standard of - teaching, scholarship and research; training for the
professions; and pastoral care for its students.

"School leavers who apply to Notre Dame are assessed on their
personal qualities and motivation to study, their contribution to
the community, their academic record and an interview.
"The Admissions Office on each Campus ensures that all elements
of a person's application are considered, culminating in an
interview for every eligible applicant."

"We believe that as a result of this commitment to these objects
we have had the good fortune to experience a growth in
enrolments at a time when overall demand for tertiary education
is on the decline.
"The admissions process is designed to ensure that we continue to
attract high quality applicants. The University's goal is to have all
students graduate," he said.
The Manager of the Admissions Office on the Fremantle Campus,
Mrs Rommie Masarei explained that the admissions process for
Notre Dame is quite different from other Australian universities.

4

Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock and Rommie Masarei, Manager of the Admissions
Office (Fremantle Campus) with staff from Catholic Schools.
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STUDENTS HEAD TO ROME TO RECEIVE WORLD YOUTH DAY CROSS
an overwhelming response by youth to
participate in two events - The International
Jubilee of Youth and the United Nations
International Youth Year. The Pope saw a
need for the young to be reminded of their
responsibility for the world and the Church.
It is celebrated in local churches and in Rome
every year on Palm Sunday, and every three
years at an international venue. Sydney has
been chosen as the host city for 2008.

Students from the Fremantle and Sydney
campuses travelled to Rome in April to join
the official delegation of Catholic youth (one
representative from every diocese in
Australia) who were receiving the World
Youth Day Cross from the Pope.

Fremantle student Vicky Burrows said she
wanted to be part of World Youth Day
because she felt that it is important that
society and the Church do not underestimate
the faith and action of young people in
around
the
world.
Australia
and
"I want all young people to discover their
dignity and mission in their everyday lives,"
Vicki said.

World Youth Day (WYD) was started by the
Late Pope John Paul II in 1986 after noticing

Sydney student, Fadi Hajjar reflected ...
"Receiving the World Youth Day Cross from

A.

Notre Dame Sydney student, Fadi Hajjar in Rome with
NSW Premier, Morris lemma.

the German youth in Rome was the most
amazing experience. I was blessed
throughout the trip to meet enthusiastic
Catholics from Australia eager to share their
experience of faith. The spirit of WYD is a
spirit of love, care, genuine friendship and
enthusiasm. This spirit cannot be justly
explained in words. It was an awesome
feeling looking out to see the 250,000 youth
that gathered in worship at the Palm Sunday
vigil when we received the Cross. It was the
pilgrimage of a life time. I can't wait till WYO
Sydney 08!"
The WYO Cross will travel around Australia in
2007 visiting every diocese in the country.
The day will be one of the most significant
Catholic events ever to be held in Australia
with an estimated 500,000 Australian
pilgrims and 130,000 international pilgrims
expected to visit Sydney.

LEADING INTERNATIONAL COMPOSER WRITES MUSIC FOR NOTRE DAME'S ANTHEM
Staff and guests gathered at the Fremantle Campus to hear for the
first time the University's new anthem which has been written by
Fr Christopher Willcock sj. Fr Willcock, who enjoys a reputation as
one of the world's leading Catholic composers of liturgical and
choral music, was in Western Australia for the first semester of
2006 as the St Thomas More Chair of Jesuit Studies.
The opening line of the anthem, 'Embrace hope, banish fear'
offers a positive approach to life that Fr Willcock hopes will be the
attitude of the students who will sing it. Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter

A.

Tannock is looking forward to the anthem being presented to the
whole University community and then used as a prominent feature
of graduation and other ceremonies. The second verse reiterates
the command from Micah 6:8; "to do what is just, to show
constant love, and to live in humble fellowship with our God."
A chorale of singers from the staff and student body, as well as
members from Bateman and Manning parishes presented the
anthem for its first public performance Linder the direction of
Fr Willcock.

Fr Christopher Willcock sj, Angela Bendotti, Katie Healy, Patricia Spencer, Dr Clare Johnson, Dr David Clark-Murphy, Matthew Bouwman, Noel Chow, Angela McCarthy and Marseline Ciputra
{seated at t he piano).
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PRESTIGIOUS HERITAGE AWARD RECEIVED

The University's Fremantle Campus, recently won a heritage award
for its conversion of the Fremantle Furniture Factory into the
University's new School of Medicine.

current use. I congratulate our architect and builder on this great
achievement," he said.
The University Architect, Marcus Collins; Builder, Bill Fairweather
and Campus Development Manager, Terry Craig have worked on
all the 're-cycling' and adaptation of Notre Dame's buildings in the
West End of Fremantle and have received much recognition and
praise for their work. This award was the ninth Marcus Collins has
received for his work on the University.

The award was presented to Notre Dame at the prestigious
Fremantle and East Fremantle Heritage Awards, held during Western
Australia's Heritage Week. These awards were designed to
encourage, recognise and reward endeavours to protect and
conserve Fremantle's special character.
The category for which the University received the award
- Conservation of residential, commercial or industrial heritage places
- was judged on how the specific project helped to maintain
Fremantle's heritage. The project also needed to show that equal
consideration was given to the place as a whole, including both
restoration and extensions.
The Judges said that Notre Dame won the award because its
adaptation of the former warehouse respects the cultural
significance of the place. They also commented that the material
used in the conversion allows the new work to be recognised from
its original structure and its reversibility ensures that the integrity of
the building remains for any future adaptation.
The Vice Chancellor said the University was very pleased to receive
the award, as it recognised and reinforced the University's
continuing endeavour to be a positive presence in the City of
Fremantle by its careful use of its wonderful old buildings. He said
there was no better way to protect and preserve the historic
buildings of the West End than to use them.
"The University takes great pride in its buildings and looks after
them in a way that maintains their integrity whi le adapting them for

4

School of Medicine · Lecture Theatre
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School of Medicine - Entrance

Architect, Marcus Collins; Campus Development Manager, Terry Craig and Builder,
Bill Fairweather.
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BROOME I CAMPUS

WA GOVERNOR VISITS
The Governor of Western Australia, His Excellency Dr Kenneth
Michael AC, and his wife, Mrs Julie Michael, visited the Campus
during first semester.
Executive Director, Gavin Greaves escorted the Governor
and his party on a tour of the Campus before he and Mrs
Michael viewed the Painting the Future Art Exhibition in
the Library.
Dr Michael was able to spend time discussing the Campus and
facilities during a morning tea on the library deck with staff
and students.
In town to officially open the 2006 North West Expo, His
Excellency thanked Gavin for the opportunity to visit.

A His Excellency Dr Kenneth Michael AC with Education student Clare Stack and Executive Director
Gavin Greaves during morning tea on the library deck.

PALLOTTINE ORDER SAYS GOODBYE TO THE KIMBERLEY AFTER 105 YEARS
Speaking about the contribution of the Pallottines, Bishop
Saunders mentioned his early visits to the Kimberley towns and
recalled stories that will always remind him that the Pallottines
were a tough Order to cope with the conditions in which they
lived and worked.
"They had a sense of duty come what may, whatever the obstacle
they stayed with it and in faith.
"We should not concentrate on the sadness of their leaving but the
richness that they have left by being here," added Bishop Saunders.
Regional Leader of the Pallottines, Fr Ray Hevern sac then spoke
about the history of the Order in the Kimberley and their
contribution over 105 years.
"I find it difficult closing this chapter and I have to pinch myself to
believe what is happening," he said.
At the conclusion there was an opportunity for guests to
contribute to the morning with several sharing their personal
experiences with Fr Kevin and the Pallottine Order including
Stephen 'Baamba' Albert and Esther Bevan as well as women from
Derby and Beagle Bay.

A

Regional leader of the Pallottines, Fr Ray Hevern

sac presents a gift on behalf of the

Order to the Bishop of Broome the Most Rev Christopher Saunders.

An emotional farewell was held in the grounds of the Broome
Campus in early July to say goodbye to Campus Minister Fr Kevin
McKelson sac. His departure from Broome marks the end of the
Pallottine Order's 105 years of service in the Kimberley.
University staff, students, special guests, members of the Pallottine
Order and many friends from far and wide gathered at the
Cathedral for Mass celebrated by the Bishop of Broome, the Most
Rev Christopher Saunders. The farewell was held later in the
gardens of Campus.
Ms Cissy Djiagween welcomed the gathering to the lands of
t he Yawuru People and with heartfelt words thanked Fr Kevin
and the Pallottine Fathers for their contribution to the people of
the Kimberley.

El
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Bishop Christopher Saunders, parishioner Colleen Asud a and Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Broome Campus). Sr Sonia Wagner sgs.
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SUCCESSFUL START TO BARRGANA SERIES
collection for the Diocese to keep examples
of Kimberley Art in the Kimberley.
"Having artists sell their work out of the
Kimberley is not a bad thing; however, we
do need to keep some of these works for the
future," he said.
Hurt, Healing, Hope was a special event as
part of Reconciliation Week 2006. The
afternoon included music, story telling and
the making of personal commitments to the
process of healing among Australians.

•

The Hon Shelley Archer, MLC; Chair of the Broome Campus VET Advisory Committee, Mikka Poelina; Nursing Lecturer, Anne
Milin and Electorate Officer for Shelley Archer, Shelley Eaton.

An audience of more than 60 packed the
Broome Campus library gallery for the first
of the Barrgana Series discussions during
Semester One. The first evening in the
nine week series
was titled Hurt,
Healing, Hope which also included the
opening of the Christoff Collection.
The Bishop of Broome, the Most Reverend

Christopher Saunders, officially opened the
Christoff Art Exhibit, a collection of
paintings from a number of Kimberley
artists, which has been acquired over the
past 15 years by the Catholic Diocese
of Broome.
Bishop Saunders in opening the exhibit said
that his idea 15 years ago was to start the

Special Guest, Yawuru Elder Cissy Djaigween,
was presented with a box containing the
personal commitments, some of which were
read out during the ceremony from those
in attendance.
Executive Director, Mr Gavin Greaves said as
a campus of Reconciliation, Notre Dame
was an ideal place to commence the
Barrgana Series.
"Hurt, Healing, Hope is just one of the many
proactive steps to ensure these and many
other issues are being brought to the public
forefront," said Mr Greaves.

BROOME CAMPUS PUTS THE SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION
Executive Director, Gavin Greaves congratulated well known
Indigenous educator Dr Chris Sarra for, "an inspirational talk
which challenged all the educators in the room to take risks and
to have high expectations of every student in their class room."
Director of the Institute for Indigenous Leadership in Education
and Development, Dr Sarra spoke to more than 90 Kimberley
educators and Notre Dame students on Broome Campus.
Focusing on the needs of the students, Dr Sarra spoke about the
importance of schools having expert staff in both the class room
and in administrative roles .

Mr Greaves added that one of the main points r aised by Dr Sarra
was that educators should not fear controversy at times when it
should be embraced.
Notre Dame fourth year education student, Jessica Crook, was
inspired by his words. Jessica was awarded the Soroptimist
Education Scholarship for 2006. "On receiving the scholarship she
said it is, "not just about the financial r eward but more than
anything, it is the recognition from an International Women's
group of my educational achievements and future contributions as
an educator in the Kimberley."

"Teachers make the difference and an excellent standard of
teachers is what is needed. All universities should be aware of the
training requirements for high standards and have high
expectations of their students.
"In the end, if graduating students don't meet these expectations
they should not be teachers," Dr Sarra.
He also added that liaising with the community is a very important
aspect of any school. "The community is the first base for chi ldren
and families and schools can't achieve their outcomes without
working hand in hand with them."
Dr Sarra began his career as a Physical Education teacher for the
Queensland Department of Education. He has an extensive career
in education with a particular focus on pursuing more positive and
productive educational outcomes for Indigenous children.

"' Jessica crook shares some time with Dr Chris Sarra in the gardens of Broome campus.
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ART HISTORIAN DE-CODES DA VINCI TO A FULL HOUSE
the Catholic community Opus Dei. The event was co-ordinated by
Western Australia's Catholic newspaper The Record and was Dr
Challis's only WA appearance.
Dr Challis said she has a theory as to why there was such an
impressive response: "I think we are in a culture where many don't
accept traditional religious teachings on the whole -we like to ask
questions, we value open-mindedness and being curious. On the
other hand we still have spiritual needs and enjoy the idea that
there are 'truths' out there waiting for us.
"I also like the idea that Dan Brown gets people interested in art.
I believe that Dan Brown's 'cleverness' comes from being able to
describe grey areas and ambiguities. He totally ignores certain
observations and interpretations of scholars that don't suit his plot
line," she said.
Editor of The Record, Mr Peter Rosengren was delighted with the
response to the lecture. "A w ide cross-section of the community,
not just readers of the Catholic press, turned out on the evening which I think is interesting. They were all clearly fascinated by the
phenomenon that has become The Da Vinci Code.
"However they were also clearly looking for something more - a
clear, credible explanation from an acknowledged and unbiased
expert about many of the claims made by the book and the issues
&

Director of the Catholic Education Office of Western Australia, Ron Dullard; Guest speaker,
Dr Kate Challis and spokesperson for Opus Dei, Richard Vella.
Photograph courtesy of Paul Bui.

A full house heard a public lecture in May given by Renaissance Art
historian Dr Kate Challis on the accuracy of the claims made about
the art of Leonardo Da Vinci in Dan Brown's international best
selling novel The Da Vinci Code.
Attendees packed the Drill Hall to learn more about famous Da
Vinci works such as the Mona Lisa and the Last Supper, as well as

it raises.
"Dr Challis was able to provide insights about the book, the world
of renaissance art and Leonardo Da Vinci in particular, that have not
been raised elsewhere and I think this was extremely important.
"It was also gratifying to see Notre Dame leading the way again.
In providing the venue they gave a publ_ic service and a key
contribution to the debate around what has been, in some
respects, an issue of controversy," Mr Rosengren said.

INAUGURAL SCHOLARSHIP FOR FREMANTLE CAMPUS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Vi ce Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock, recently announced the
establishment of The Woss Family Scholarship in Medicine.
The scholarship has been established by Mr Ronald Woss, a
prominent Perth businessman, with the aim of assisting
meritorious mature-age students in Medicine who need assistance
to help with their living and course costs. Its particular focus will
be on assisting students who have demonstrated drive and
commitment to study medicine, despite financial hardship.
The scholarship will be open to Australian citizens enrolled in the
University's Bachelor of Medicine course on the Fremantle Campus
and would be for one year's duration. Holders of the annual
scholarship will each receive $6,000. It was anticipated that up to
seven scholarships will be awarded each year.
Dr Tannock said the setting up of the scholarship was a wonderful
act of benevolence on the part of the Woss family. "The fund will
assist medical students directly and in a very practical way.
Ultimately it is the Western Australian community which will
benefit when these fine committed people serve as doctors."

m
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Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock with Ron Woss.

FREMANTLE

PAST GOVERNOR OF NOTRE DAME HOSTS
VISIT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF AUSTRALIA

I CAMPUS
STRONG SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITMENT FOR
2006 ARCHBISHOP FOLEY AWARD WINNER
The Fremantle Campus held its annual Awards Ceremony in April.
The Award Ceremony officially recognises the academic excellence
and the strong sense of social justice among students characteristics which are fundamental to the University. Twenty
seven students were honoured for their work.
The Archbishop Foley Award, named after the late Archbishop of
Perth, is an award which recognises outstanding service and
commitment to the development of the University's community.
This year's recipient was Mrs Robyn Pickrell. Robyn completed a
Masters of Leadership with an emphasis on social justice in 2005.

& Bridget Faye, Professor Jenny McConnell, Leonie Christopherson, Judith Parker and

Associate Professor Barbara Miflin.

Past Governor and dedicated supporter of Notre Dame, Mrs
Bridget Faye AM, was delighted to 'show-off' the new School of
Medicine in May to the President of the National Council of
Women of Australia (NCWA), Mrs Leonie Christopherson AM . Mrs
Christopherson was accompanied by Mrs Judith Parker AM, who is
a former NCWA President, current NCWA-WA President and Board
Member of the International Council of Women (ICW).

During her time at Notre Dame, Robyn sought to engage with the
University staff and students to find ways to create a vibrant social
justice community. Robyn was a founding member of the Notre
Dame Social Justice Group and with this group sought to raise
awareness of social justice issues affecting the University, local and
global community. One of their initiatives was to raise money for
the mosquito net program for the town of Dili in East Timor.
Robyn travelled to East Timor in January 2006 and personally
delivered the money raised by the Notre Dame community and has
returned further inspired to follow her passion of justice and
equality for all.
Robyn's award was presented by Mrs Elizabeth Curtis, sister of
Archbishop Foley.

The Council which Mrs Christopherson leads has encouraged the
participation of women in all facets of community life for over
100 years while also acting as a focus group for issues raised by
Australian women.
Her interest in the School of Medicine lay in the desire to learn
more about the innovation of blending academic approaches with
hands-on practical classes. Mrs Christopherson said she was
delighted to learn of the success (and percentage) of female
medical students at Notre Dame.
Associate Dean, Professor Jenny McConnell took the opportunity
to explain to her that Notre Dame's medical degree has a strong
regional and rural focus, placing its students in areas of unmet
medical need, which is another element Mrs Christopherson is
particularly interested in as her son is a nurse for the Royal Flying
Doctor Service based in Kalgoorlie.
"His work has increased my awareness of the difficult distance and
terrain that challenges us in this wonderful country. Through its
regional and rural focus Notre Dame's Medical School will play a
most important role in Australia."
Mrs Christopherson was also impressed by the School's building
and facilities: "I admire the architect Marcus Collin's expertise in
preserving the historic buildings yet providing state-of-the-art
facilities for students. How could you NOT learn in such
an ambience? "

&

Elizabeth Curtis congratulates Robyn Pickrell.

CAMPUS TOURS
Free public tours of the Fremantle Campus are held each Friday
at 11am, excluding public holidays. They provide a wonderful
opportunity to see first-hand the recycling that has been
undertaken in some of Fremantle's most historic buildings and
to hear the story of Notre Dame.
For more information on the public tours please contact
the Public Relations Office on 9433 0611.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---w---
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SYDNEY

I CAMPUS

DEPUTY VICE CHANCELLOR GIVES AN UP-DATE
support of teach ing across the Schools.
Strategic collection development is
continuing in consultation with teaching
staff. A substantial and expanding
portfolio of scholarly electronic resources is
available to students and staff, both onsite
and remotely. Students have made regular
use of Library facilities for both individual
study and group wo rk during the
inaugural semester. Additionally, Library
staff have conducted formal information
literacy classes and delivered a range of
circulation and reference services during
this time.

Information Technology and Services

A Deputy Vice Chancellor (Sydney Campus), Peter Glasson

The Sydney Campus has concluded its first
semester of operations with staff and
students settled in well to the new
environment. The final modifications to the
physical setting at Broadway are complete
with visitors to the Campus constantly
remarking on the beautiful transformation
of the site. A brief summary of activities
and developments follows:

We have been fortunate to be able to
recruit an outstanding IT Manager who has
been integral to the smooth running of
our systems in Semester One.

Capital Developments
• The Sydney Campus at Broadway is now
complete with external lighting fitted
recently with striking results.
• The leasing of the upstairs of Buckland
House (Broadway site's Administration
building) is proceeding with plans to take
possession early in Semester Two, 2006.

• The attendance of 210 prospective
students at the July school holidays event,
'A Day in the Life of a University Student'.
• 12,644 Sydney website homepage views
in May 2006 compared with 2954 in
May 2005.
• Part sponsorship of the Association of
Principals of Catholic Secondary Schools
of Australia conference in Sydney
July 2006.
• The ability to have an on-campus Open
Day in 2006 with hopes to attract over
1000 people to the Campus.

Campus Life & Ministry
The student and staff life on Campus
continues to develop strongly with a
number of events and initiatives in place:
• Daily Mass is well attended, particularly on
the three days students are on Campus.
• A number of sporting teams have been
formed, including two successful
'Oztag' (Touch Rugby) teams.
• The Winter Formal was attended by
over 150 staff and students and was
enjoyed by all.

Academic Affairs
Initiatives for academic Schools:

• Darlinghurst is progressing. Refurbishment
of existing facilities is underway and
foundation work on the new building
has begun.

• A number of staff activities have been
organised, including a staff retreat and
a visit to the Art Gallery of NSW.

• The School of Business has received
notification of the full accreditation of
the Bachelor of Commerce (Major:
Accounting) from the Institute of
Chartered Accountants and Certified
Practisi ng Accountants Australia.

Admissions and Enrolments

• A week ly reflection based on the
Sunday readings.

The Campus exceeded its enrolment target
for Semester One, 2006 and therefore only
a small mid-year intake has been planned.

• Items of interest from The Tablet
circulated to staff.

• The School of Education will offer a
Graduate Diploma of Education
(Secondary) from Semester Two, 2006.

Student Recruitment and Marketing

• The School of Law has announced the
appointment of a Dean for the Sydney
Campus, Prof Peter McGovern, and is
seeking accreditation for its graduate
entry courses, including the Juris
Doctor, for 2007.
• The School of Medicine has submitted
Stage One of its accreditation application
to the Australian Medical Council.
• The School of Nursing is preparing its
documentation for its second stage of
accred itation with the NSW Nurses and
Midwives Board.

Library
The Sydney Campus library has establ ished
a strong foundational array of resources in

w

for 2007
The Campus has instituted the 'High
Achiever Early Offer Scheme' and has
received 75 applications so far for Semester
One, 2007. The high calibre of academic
achievement and the personal qualities
of these applicants, as well as the
tremendous support we have received
from schools in 2006, make us confident
that this Early Offer Scheme has been a
worthwhile innovation.
Overall, the mood in the schools and
amongst prospective students has been very
positive. Some encouraging signs include:
• 959 prospective students registered for
Semester One, 2007 compared with 567
registered for Semester One, 2006 at
the same time last year.

• Upcoming Gaudeamus Evening for
students
who
have
performed
particularly wel l in Semester One.
• Eucharist and lunch with Sydney Uni
chaplaincy for Our Lady Help of
Christians' Feast Day.
• Welcome liturgy at the beginn ing of
the year.
• 'lnservice'/reflection morning on Ex
Corde Ecclesiae on 25 July.

Community Relations
The Campus provides a first-rate
environment for Church and community
groups to conduct meetings. Some of the
recent groups and events on Campus
have included:
• The inaugural Philip Neri lecture by
Major Mori, David Hicks' lawyer.

SYDNEY

I CAMPUS
SYDNEY STUDENTS'
EXECUTIVE ELECTED

• The hosting of the Sydney Archdiocese
Council of Priests meeting.

Recent elections at the Sydney Campus saw
the following foundation year students
elected to the Student Association
Executive (SAE):

• The hosting of parishioners from the
burnt-out Anglican St Barnabas Church
for meetings.

• James Griffin

• The support of Carniva/e Christi.

[Arts & Sciences Representative)
- Chair

• The hosting of the Catholic Doctors and
Catholic Lawyers Associations for a
lecture by Jesuit priest, Fr Frank Brennan.

• Samantha Cran

[Business Representative)
- Vice Chair

We are keen to raise the profile of the
Sydney Campus so have planned two events
for later in the year. Both will be hosted by
His Eminence, Cardinal George Pell and the
Vice Chancellor. The first is a dinner to be
held on October 20 and the second is a
cocktail function to be held on November 22.

• Rhianne Evelyn-Ross

[Arts & Sciences Representative)
- Creative Arts Liaison
• Rebecca Reid

[Nursing Representative)
- Secretary
• Lachlan Haar

[Primary Education Representative)
- Mission Liaison
• Aaron Heft

[Business Representative)
- Social Liaison
• Patrick Langrell

[Law Representative)
- Clubs & Societies Liaison
• Lauren Simpson

[Secondary Education Representative)
- Sports Liaison
The Student Association Executive, at the
Sydney Campus, forms the elected part of
the Student Life Team, and is responsible
for officially promoting student opinion on
Campus. Each School had one student
elected to represent the students in that
School, with two members being elected
from the Schools of Business and Education
because of their large student popu lations.
In addition to their representative roles,
each SAE member will take liaison
responsibil ities for a particular aspect of
student life.
SAE member have already played key roles
in inaugurating the Philip Neri Lecture Series
held at the University and have recently held
a very successful 'Winter Formal'.

.ol.

St Be ne dict's Church at night.
Photograph provided by Joe Orland, father of Julia Orland, a Sydney Law student.

- - - - - -- - - --

Sydney Campus Minister, Mr Anthony Crook
said, "Staff are very impressed with the
initiative shown by the SAE members, and
touched by the pride they have in our
young campus. I am delighted with their
el ection, and look forward to working
closely with them in the future. "

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- ---w--- ·-·

ARTS & SCIENCES

MUNGULLAH ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY PARTNERS NOTRE DAME
The Mungullah Aboriginal Community in Carnarvon has invited
Notre Dame to be its partner in documenting the processes of
change as a result of a major community initiative. The Social,
Family and Community Leadership Project, a jointly funded
Commonwealth and State project, was implemented to assist with
the development of infrastructure as well as significant social and
economic outcomes.
Over the past two years the community has worked to deliver
significant infrastructure works including the redevelopment of a
Station property to encourage economic independence as well as
opportunities for community development through cultural
education.
In Mungullah itself the community has been
responsible for the development of a Community Hall and
Administration Block. There have also been important advances in
community projects for young children, teenagers and women.
In 2005, Dr Neil Drew, Associate Dean Arts and Sciences and Head
of the Behavioural Science program on the Fremantle Campus,
was invited to travel to the town of Carnarvon situated in the
heart of the Gascoyne Region, Western Australia to meet with
members of the Mungullah Aboriginal Community.
Dr Drew met with project administrator, Mr Dan Kean and
members of the Mungullah Aboriginal Corporation Committee to
discuss the involvement of Notre Dame in the evaluation phase of
the project.
Mr Kean was eager to develop a relationship with a tertiary
institution: "It is important for the Community to establish long
term relationships with key groups such as Notre Dame to ensure
the sustainability of the Community's initiatives," said Mr Kean.
Dr Drew was delighted to be invited to participate: "I knew Dan
from our previous work together on the State Leadership Strategy
and from other projects I have been involved with in Carnarvon
over the last few years. This project provided a great opportunity
to get involved with a community that has shown tremendous
resolve and commitment to positive development for the future,"
he said.
The evaluation project has been a collaborative process. After
considerable negotiation with the funding bodies an innovative
evaluation methodology was approved. Rather than traditional

quantitative methods, the community decided that it wanted to
tell the story of its journey using photography, video and text.
They had established an extensive archive of video vignettes and
photographs which showed every aspect of community life and
how it had changed over the course of the project. With Dr Drew's
assistance they produced a photo essay of the project so far titled,
Mungullah Social, Family and Community Leadership Program:
A visual record and thematic analysis. They used a methodology
known as Photovoice, to explore the key themes that exemplified
the community's experience.
The analysis highlighted the importance of working with young
people, partnership, collaboration, cultural identity and
community wellness as the keys to successful community building.
"Photovoice is an excellent way to present information to decision
makers. Photographs are evocative and have an immediate
impact. The story is self evident and, with the text, speaks directly
to people in a way that numbers in a table cannot," said Dr Drew.
In June, 2006 Dr Drew and Behavioural Science and Arts students
visited Mungullah to undertake the next phase of the evaluation
project. Over three days, they worked with community members
to gather additional primary data, photographs and digital
voice recordings which will form the basis of the final report to
funding bodies.
"It was a fantastic experience. The community made us feel very
welcome and guided us throughout the visit so that we were able
to gain a better appreciation of the issues and concerns
confronting Aboriginal communities today," said Veronica Smith,
a final year Behavioural Science student.
"The community has made significant steps forward over the past
two years but there is still much that needs to be done. It is crucial
that the program continue beyond 2006. We hope that the Notre
Dame will work with us over the long haul," said Mr Kean.
"This is a very important relationship for us. It embodies the
mission, values and principles of the University, particularly with
respect to social justice, reconciliation and community service. For
me and our students it is an authentic opportunity to 'walk the
talk' in partnership with the people of Mungullah," said Dr Drew.

and Committee Member, Herbert Eagles and Community
&

Mural by Community Members
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Co-ordinator, Dan Kean.
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Inspecting the No 2 Mill at the Gilroyd St ation.

BUSINESS

MAKING THE MOST OF AN OPPORTUNITY
Register was successful in his application and eventually departed
Zambia arriving on the Fremantle Campus to begin studies in a Master
of Business course.
He was very committed to making the most of the opportunity that
had been made available to him hence successfully completing the
course in Business and Managerial studies in one year rather than the
usual 18 months.
Register greatly values education and actively supports people and
their education in Zambia.
"It has been an honour and a privilege to have this opportunity. I am
very grateful to the Glennons, the staff of the School (Business) and
the University who have been very supportive. I thank God for
everything. All my prayers have been answered," said Mr Mulinga.

.t..

Register with Denis and Una Glennon.

December 2003 saw early negotiations take place between the
University and Mr Register Mulinga, a teacher from Zambia. He wanted
to undertake post graduate studies at Notre Dame. To enable him to
travel to Australia and attend the University he applied for the Ciara
Glennon Scholarship. The scholarship is funded through the generosity
of Denis and Una Glennon and is in memory of their daughter, Ciara.

"My Masters of Business is not only important to me and my family,
but to my community. I can now pass on knowledge to my students
and hopefully what I have done will inspire people in Zambia to
achieve more with their studies."
Though he sees his new qualifications as an opportunity to break into
other fields, Register will be going back to Zambia to teach
geography. Denis and Una Glennon joined him on the occasion of his
Graduation in July.

SYDNEY ACCOUNTING COURSE RECEIVES FULL ACCREDITATION
On Wednesday 31 May 2006, a joint accreditation committee from the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia (ICAA) and CPA Australia
visited the Sydney Campus to complete the accreditation of the Accounting major in the Bachelor of Commerce degree program. The committee
met with Business lecturer, Professor Jack Flanagan and Dean of the Sydney School of Business, Professor George Kailis and other staff in the
Schools of Business and Law. They were provided with a tour of the teaching facilities, computer laboratory and library.
"The committee was impressed with the campus facilities. They also met a selection of students from the Accounting major and commented on
how impressed they were with them," said Professor Flanagan.
In a letter received from ICAA and CPA Australia on 15 June 2006, the accounting program received full accreditation. "This is a significant
milestone as it will help the School attract a significantly larger number of applicants from capable students who wish to study accounting at Notre
Dame," said Professor Flanagan.

INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO PUBLISHING SAVES STUDENTS MONEY!
Inspired by recent innovations in the
publishing industry aimed at reducing the
cost of educational text books, Fremantle
Campus School of Business lecturers, Dr
David Clark-Murphy and Mr Anthony Copp,
have collaborated to write two new business
textbooks in partnership with international
publisher, Tilde University Publishing.

Cornerstones
of
Marketing
was
developed by Dr Clarke-Murphy, and
Customer Relationship Management and
Customer Service was a joint project
between Dr Clarke-Murphy and Mr Copp.
The aim of the books has been to develop
clear, concise texts which contain only the
key issues for each subject. They believe
that their books will assist students to
achieve th ei r educational objectives
through the use of case studies about real
and r elevant-si zed compa nies in this
region, discussion topics, and searching
questions requiring critical thinking.

Through developing specifically designed
products by adopting a 'just-in-time'
process, Tilde has been able to
significantly reduce the cost of books half the price - for first year business
students in Australia, New Zealand and
South East Asia.

"High costs often combined with some
uncertainty of their direction of study, poses
problems for students in the early stages of
academic life. Being able to halve the price
of first year textbooks is a welcome event
for an increasingly costly exercise studying," said Dr Clarke-Murphy.

The books have been written and edited
in a digital format which allows the
publisher to print books only when and
where they are ordered. For example, a
university can order books in their state or
country so they are printed and
despatched locally. This can help greatly in
avoiding freight costs, travel time delays,
multiple handling, and potential damage.
Dr Clarke-Murphy and Mr Copp say they
are delighted to have been able to
contribute to this innovative advant age
for students.
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Dr David Clark-Murphy, Anthony Copp and Deputy Vice
Chancellor Prof Peter Dallimore with representatives of
Tilde University Press Australia, Sally Keohane M ay
Bowden and Rick Ryan.
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FUNDING AWARDED TO SUPPORT MATHS
TEACHERS IN RURAL AND REMOTE
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Fremantle Campus School of Education lecturers, Dr Carol
Steketee and Mr Keith McNaught were awarded a $66,000 grant
earlier this year as part of the Federal Government's Australian
School Innovation in Science, Technology and Mathematics
(ASISTM) initiative. The initiative is part of the Government's
commitment to ensuring Australia can build upon its scientific and
technological capabilities.
The grant will be used to implement their project entitled Using
Emerging Technologies to Mentor Graduate Mathematics
Teachers Working in Rural and Remote Primary Schools.

because it is designed to train and support teachers in the use of
video-conferencing tools which we believe will assist in b reaking
down their sense of isolation," said Mr M cNaught.
" Apart from all the curriculum innovation, we also hope to build
close links with these schools, and to generate strategies that wi ll
go on, well past the funded project. We hope that our students
w ho travel to these locations will have a positive professional
development experience which might be a catalyst to them
wanting to stay another year, perhaps in some small way breaking
the significant staff turnover.
"The Principals in our target schools have already indicated that
they are very interested in employing students who are involved
in the project," he said.

The project was a result of a number of discussions about the needs
of 'hard-to-staff' rural schools where staff turnover rates can be
extremely high. Mr McNaught and Dr Steketee were keen to identify
ways in which to better support these schools and their students.
The project began in May and will run for 12- 18 months. Teachers
will be assisted by trainee mathematics specialists to administer
diagnostic assessments and build detailed profiles of their students'
mathematics needs. These profiles w ill form the basis of programs
that teachers will design and implement w ith regular support from
project leaders via fortnightly video conferencing.
"Due to the high turnover of staff, many children are taught by a
new graduate every year of their primary school life. There are
well recognised disadvantages to this. Our project is innovative

&

Project co-ordinat ors, Dr Carol Steketee and Keith McNaught.

EDUCATION SOCIETY: DEVELOPING A CLOSER SENSE OF COMMUNITY
qualities inherit in caring, dedicated teachers. Themes targeted
are: educational profile, spirituality, and community outreach and
social justice.

To launch the academic year and the new Ed Society, a barbecue
was held for staff and students. Executive Dean of Education,
Professor Michae l O'Neill and other staff joined the students to
cook the 'inevitable sausages' and to offer soft drinks all round.
This successful event provided an opportunity for students and
staff to develop a sense of cama raderie and unity. Sources say
that the sausages weren't bad either!

&

Office bearers for the Ed Society.
Back Row: Luke Aubrey, Torrie Browne, Keely Wade, Jessica Fie.
Front Row: Kimberly M cKerras, Juliette Cirillo, Lauren Murgia, Kate Gee, Scott Duncan.
Absent: Steven Gardner, Erin Jones.

The beginning of 2006 saw the introduction of the School of
Education 'Ed Society' on the Fremantle Campus. The Society,
mentored by staff members Dr Shane Lavery and Mr Leo Conti
comprises representatives from the Early Childhood Education,
Primary, Middle Schooling and Secondary disciplines.
The aim of the Ed Society is to develop identity, collegiality and a
sense of community in the student body within the University.
The Society's mission is to actively promote those values and

One of the new i nitiatives of the Campus Ministry Office for 2006
is for each School to host a Mass for their community with t he aim
of it becoming an annual event. The inaugural School of
Education Mass was a great success and proved to be an
extremely collaborative celebration with staff and stu dents
participating in the read ings, the prayers of the faithful and the
offertory procession.
One of the more innovative activities undertaken by the Ed
Society was to 'top-up' blood supplies at the Australian Red Cross
by donating blood en masse. Ed Society President Juliette Cirillo
said the blood donation was the 'social justice event' for the
semester. "We feel that t his is a great cause and we plan to build
on the Ed's Give Red campaign next semester. Juliette also
commented: "It was my first time donating blood so it was a bit
scary but in the end it didn't hurt at all. The nurses made you feel
very comfortable."

HEALTH SCIENCES
STUDENTS GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH PROMOTION
School of Health Sciences. Representatives
from the organisations said they were very
impressed with the students' enthusiasm.
"It was fantastic. Students were getting the
community involved with these events in a
fun and uplifting manner whilst raising
money for people who are having a tough
time," said Mr Dean Starbuck from the
Leukaemia Foundation.

.& Representatives from the Princess Margaret Foundation. Heart Foundation, Leukaemia Foundation and Activ Foundation

pictured with Notre Dame Health Sciences staff and students at the poster presentation.

Getting people to shave their hair off isn't
usually
associated
with
doing
an
assignment but for Health Sciences students
such things give them valuable professional
experience in health promotion.
In Semester One, eleven groups of students
enrolled in the unit Population Approaches
to Health Promotions had to choose a
not-for-profit health organisation to
promote. Each group raised awareness and
funds by promoting an event held by their
chosen organisation.
By involving the local and University
communities, the groups raised funds for
their respective organisations. Some events
promoted were: World's Greatest Shave
(Leukaemia Foundation), Jump Rope for
Heart (Heart Foundation), World's Biggest
Morning Tea (Cancer Council) and Hat Frenzy
Friday (Activ Foundation). Students held
their fundraising events on Campus and
around the Fremantle community.
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Even Fremantle campus Chaplain, Father Greg Watson OM/
wasn't safe !

World's
The Leukaemia Foundation
Greatest Shave certainly proved to be a
great 'visual' as well as a financial success.
Staff and students came together to shave,
colour or even wax off their hair as a way
of raising money. According to student
Samantha Bushell, "the event was a great
way to put skills we had learnt into
practice. It made us realise how challenging
it is to organise these types of events."

The unit is part of a new multi-disciplinary
degree which will equip students with skills
and knowledge to work in the complex
areas of preventative health care. The
degree includes community development,
health promotion, events management,
project management and behavioural
science studies.

Unit co-ordinator, Mrs Fiona Farringdon
said, "students not only get a great sense
of personal satisfaction knowing they have
contributed to the community, they also
experience how their degree can be used in
the real world and get insight into the
significant role fundraising plays in health
promotion, not-for-profit organisations
and community development."
At the end of the semester, the funds raised
from these events were presented to each
organisation at a poster presentation in the

4
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Troy Morley, Amy lcke and Max Tamatoa are just finishing
off shaving Sarah Murchison's waist length hair.

Health Sciences senior lecturers, Malcolm Gilbey, Dr Hugh Pinnington and Tim Doyle happy to be supporting

the fundraiser.

HUMAN RIGHTS FOCUS FOR LAW STUDENTS
One session was a presentat ion on Human Rights Law and Customary
Law, conducted by two indigenous Wongie women; Josie Boyle and
Beth Woods who are currently on the reference committee for the
Law Reform Committee Review of Customary Law.
As children, Ms Boyle and Ms Woods were taken from their
families to Mount Margaret Mission located in the Goldfields of
Western Australia. Although they lived at the mission, they also
had regular contact with the families t herefore experiencing both
indigenous and ma instream 'Austral ian' culture.

A

Graduate law student. Dr Keith Wollard, Lecturer for Human Rights law unit, Ben Clarke
with Beth Woods and Jocie Boyle.

Fremantle Campus Senior Law lecturer, Mr Ben Clark, has developed
a Human Rights course which explores contemporary issues such as
war, terror and torture, and indigenous customary law from a
human rights perspective.
Through a range of speakers Mr Clarke invited to the Campus over
a period of a week, students heard first-hand about the experiences
of people who have been the victims of human rights issues.

They explained that customary law had a continuing role in the
identity and culture of the Wongie people. The complexity of
customary law in sentencing and the punishment of indigenous
offenders was discussed and students heard that often indigenous
offenders received double punishment - once under customary
law and then in courts.
" It was very top ical for the students in view of the current WA Law
Reform Commission's review of indigenous homicide offences and
customary law and the proposal by the government to stop
provisions within t he law allowing judges and mag istrates to
regard customary law when sentencing ind igenous offenders,"
explained Mr Clarke.

FROM KAKUMA CAMP TO THE SYDNEY'S LAW SCHOOL
Sydney Law student and new Australian
citizen, Marial Achiek came to Australian in
2003 from Kenya. Marial and his family had
been forced to seek refuge for nine tough
years as refugees in the Kakuma Refugee
Camp following the Sudanese civil war.
Given his sad history, it is to be admired
that he is rarely seen without a beaming
smile on his face. He had wanted to study
Law for many years, but says, "the hope
was so dim in a world where the doors of
opportunity were all closed.

enerations, and to speak up for those who
do not have a voice.
"Many people suffer through no fault of
their own, and that is unjust. It is good to
understand the principles of social justice,
and reflect them in your life and
environment. Where social justice is
maintained, the world is always at peace, but
where it is absent it is important that it be
restored, so that everyone can enjoy equal
rights, and justice and peace can prevail. "

"In such an unpromising life, it's difficult to
sustain a dream more complicated than
survival, and I was left with hardship to
answer my question."

Marial has very much enjoyed his Notre
Dame experience, which confirm s his
decision to accept Notre Dame's offer over
that of another university.

When asked what attracted him to Law,
Marial says: "Our career decisions are often
shaped by our experiences, and what I have
seen has made me want to change the
world. I would like to do something with
my law degree to protect the coming

"It is good to be here and to learn in a
Christian environment. This is important,
because education is not only about
secularised study - it is also about your
spirituality too - your religion . That is why
I chose to study at Notre Dame."

Sydney Dean of Law, Associate Professor
Mary Mccomish says that students like Marial
reflect the reason for Notre Dame's exist ence.
" The School of Law hopes to offer students
an excellent legal education combined w ith
the development of a social conscience. It is
a privilege to have a lega l education, and
we hope that all of our graduates will use it
for the service of otl)er people - not just for
their own betterment."

A

Sydney Campus Dean of the School of Law, Professor
Mary Mccomish with Marial.

SIGNIFICANT BEQUEST HONOURED
The $200,000 bequest of highly respected Perth legal practitioner,
Mr John O'Halloran, was honoured earlier this year by his nieces,
Mrs Moya Durack and Ms Helen Ryan. The bequest will fund a
scholarship which will be awarded annually to a student who
demonstrates the need for financial assistance to continue their
studies, and who has also demonstrated a concern for others, an
active interest in an area outside law, and has achieved good
.._ Moya Durack, Helen Ryan with Professor Michael Gillooly, Executive Dean of the college of Law.
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results during their fi rst two or t hree years of law studies.

MEDICINE

ACADEMICS ASSIST IN SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAPACITY IN PRIMARY
HEALTH CARE
The Primary Health Care Research Evaluation and Development
(PHC RED) program at the School of Medicine is an exciting new
initiative for general practitioners and other health care providers
with an interest in developing their research capacity and skills.
In 2000, the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing
introduced the PHC RED Strategy with the aim of developing and
supporting research and evaluation capacity in primary health care.
In 2006 the School of Medicine was successful in its application to
receive funding under the PHC RED Phase Two-Research Capacity
Building Initiative (RCBI) for the period 2006-2009.
The PHC RED team at Notre Dame is headed by Associate
Professor Tom Brett as Director and Dr Diane Arnold-Reed as
Programme Co-ordinator. Dr Bob Moorhead acts as Research
Advisor to the programme.
Notre Dame PHC RED is committed to a policy of
a 'bottom up' approach to help stimulate and
develop research interest among all primary
health care professionals, including general
practitioners,
practice nurses,
dieticians,
podiatrists,
physiotherapists,
occupational
therapists, Indigenous and other health workers.

PHC RED is seeking to support health initiatives among Indigenous
Kimberley Year 10 or Year 11 students by offering two writing
bursaries for a health related essay on a topic of their choice.
In Semester Two 2006, Notre Dame PHC RED will continue its
regular monthly educational meetings on key national priority
areas for primary care research. These research and professional
development meetings are held in the School of Medicine.
Semester Two meetings are scheduled for 7 to 9pm on
Wednesday 9 August, Wednesday 13 September and Wednesday
11 October.
For further information on Notre Dame PHC RED activities or to be
part of the email list please contact Tom Brett (tbrett@nd.edu.au)
or Diane Arnold-Reed (darnold-reed@nd.edu.au ).
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In its first year, Notre Dame PHC RED has already
funded a number of research fellowships plus
two Research Development Programme (RDP)
fellowships. Dr Michael Eaton and Dr William
Walker are recipients of RDP fellowships for
2006. Dr Eaton will contribute to a current study
into the knowledge and attitudes to prostate
cancer among 40+ year old men attending
general practices. Dr Walker's fellowship will
enable him to help develop a pilot study of risk
factor modification for cardiovascular disease in
genera l practice.

I

Dr Alan Wright, Dr Wally Kaczmarczyk and
Dr Andrew Marangou have been awarded
primary care research fellowships to support
their involvement in the five-practice prostate
cancer study.
Another primary care research initiative involves
a study examining the attitudes of first and
second year graduate entry medical students to
general practice as a possible future career
option. A further project in the planning stages
is a study examining the prevalence of
chlamydia among young males aged 1S - 29
years attending general practices in the Perth
metropolitan area.
Notre Dame PHC RED continues to discuss
possible r esearch coll aborations with other
Notre Da me Schoo ls including Nursing,
Counselling and Health Sciences. In additio n,
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Dr To m Brett with Dr Diane Arnold-Reed in a simulated Ge neral Practitioner's consulting room.
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NURSING

INTERNATIONAL NURSES DAY CELEBRATED ON THE SYDNEY CAMPUS

&

Foundation staff Helen Kelly and Dr Lyn Raymond with the Foundation Notre Dame/Sydney South West undergraduate nursing students.

The Sydney Campus celebrated International Nurses Day by
presenting the inaugural Notre Dame Scholarships for Professional
Development of Registered Nurses.
International Nurses Day, which marks the birthday of Florence
Nightingale, aims to acknowledge the importance and value
of nursing.
The scholarships were open to registered nurses with a special
interest in nurse education and who are currently employed by the
University's two clinical partners, St Vincents & Mater Health and
Sydney South West Area Health Service. The successful applicants
will use the award for conference attendance, further education
and updating specialist qualifications.
This year the School of Nursing implemented an innovative clinical
model in response to the recommendations of national inquiries
into nurse education and the health workforce. This clinical model
relies on a close working relationship with clinical partners.

Notre Dame is pleased to be working with these two significant
Sydney health care providers.
Notre Dame's scholarships recognise the vital role that registered
nurses in the clinical setting play in the education of undergraduate
nurses. Recently seven clinical facilitators were seconded from the
clinical partners to the role of Notre Dame School of Nursing Clinical
Facilitator to continue and consolidate the education of the
foundation class of undergraduate nursing students.
Nursing students are currently completing the first of six intensive
clinical placements over the three year course. They are assigned
to a particul ar clinical partner to undertake the entire prescribed
clinical experience.
From 2007, second year students will be able to apply for
Undergraduate Assistants In Nursing positions with their clinical
partners to gain paid employment and invaluable work experience
until the completion of their degree.

OFFICIAL BLESSING AND OPENING FOR FREMANTLE SCHOOL OF NURSING BUILDINGS
for
Minister
Commonwealth
The
Education, Science and Training, the Hon
Julie Bishop, officially opened the
Fremantle Campus' newly refurbished
School of Nursing buildings on Friday 14th
July. The total cost of the two buildings to
the University was $2.760,000 of which the
Commonwealth contributed $1 .0 million.

Medicine, but with priority to the School
of Nursing.

The newly refurbished School of Nursing is
housed in two buildings, one of which was
originally built for the Australian United
Steam Navigation Company in 1903 and
along side it located at 1 Mouat Street, the
Howard Smith Building which w as built in
the early 1900s and is classified by the
Natio nal Trust. The latter building has
been d eveloped as a t eaching building,
available to the Schools of Education and

"The School of Nursing will continue to
make a major contribution to meeting the
health care needs of Western Australia . It
will be working with Catholic, public and
private hospitals and community health
services, to train nurses of outstanding
quality w ho have a strong commitment to
their vocations and the values whi ch
underpin the Universit y, " Vi ce Chancellor,
Dr Pet er Tannock sa id .

Under the direction of Marcus Collins, the
University's architect and Bill Fairweather
the University's builder, the facilities now
include lecture rooms, academic offices
and two teaching wards equipped with
25 beds.
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Clinical partners of the School of Nursing celebrating the
Official Blessing and Opening.
A djunct A ssociate Pro fessor Pat Tibbett; A nn Hobson,
Fremantle Hospital; Dean of Nursing, Dr Selma Alliex;
Adjunct Associate Professor Ruth Letts, Fremantle Hospital
and Jane Buttimer, Hollywood Hospital.

PHILOSOPHY & THEOLOGY
I

DEFINING AND REFINING THE CORE CURRICULUM
In August 2005, as part of the University's ongoing commitment to
the provision of academic excellence in its delivery of the Core
Curriculum, work began on a review of TH 101, the Introduction to
Theology Core Unit. Spearheaded by senior lecturer Dr Clare
Johnson in consultation with other theologians in the School of
Philosophy and Theology, and under the authority of Notre
Dame's Core Curriculum Committee, the entire TH101 unit was
evaluated and rewritten in order to update and unify its approach
to the teaching of theology to beginning students.
Commonly defined as "faith seeking understanding," the study of
theology is the attempt to articulate the experience of God within
human experience. TH101 exposes students with no formal
background in theological study, those with little or no faith
background, and those from non-Christian faith traditions, to the
study of God, through the foundational narratives of the JudeoChristian tradition. Christians are "people of the book" and
through studying the sacred scriptures and tradition of Christianity
in TH 101, students investigate the broader questions of 'meaning'
and how those questions are addressed in a distinctively Christian
manner. Utilising the engaging power of narrative TH101 draws
forth the important theological concepts underlying the story of
Christianity through a logical progression from its Jewish roots
through to its current incarnation, and pl aces these in dialogue
with the reality of human life today.
Midway through Semester 1, 2006, student reactions to the new
version of TH101 were ascertained via a specially designed unit
evaluation feedback form. Eighty percent of students surveyed
gauged the unit overall to be in the good/excellent range. Such
an encouraging student reaction suggests that the new version of
TH101 is fulfilling its potential to engage and challenge students
in the university-level study of theology and its application in the
contemporary world. Furth er fine-tuning of the unit in future
semesters will only enhance its appeal.

.a. Madonna and Child
Carved by Australian artist, Peter Schipperheyn. The marble used was a gift to the
University by its sister university, the University of Notre Dame du Lac in Indiana, USA as

a symbol of collegial relationship between the two institutions.

The Core Curriculum of the University is one of the unique
attributes of an undergraduate education at Notre Dame. During
their degree all students are required to study foundational units
in theology, philosophy and ethics, taught by faculty from the
School of Philosophy and Theology. The Core Curriculum
underpins all other units in the University, encouraging students to
look beyond the particular practicalities and theories of their
profession-specific studies, to encounter and engage with some of
the deeper questions of individual and societal life. Through
studying the core units, students immerse themselves in an
academic discourse aimed at critical learning and the search for
wisdom and understanding that characterises the rich heritage of
the Catholic liberal arts tradition of which Notre Dame is a part, in
ord er to further their development as faithful, reflective and
principled future leaders of t he commun ity.

The successful review of TH101 undertaken in 2005/6 is the first
step in the revision of the Core Curriculum in general. The
remaining Core Units, PH100 Introduction to Philosophy and
ET100 Ethics will be reviewed in 2007. Every student in the
University will have the chance to learn from and with the faculty
of the School of Philosophy and Theology at some point in their
education. Given the responsibility and privilege of working with
so many students, the University's philosophers and theologians
take very seriously their task of updating the Core Units to the
highest educational standards, in dialogue with the best recent
academic scholarship and relative to the needs and interests of
today's diverse student body.
The Core Units provide students with the opportunity to develop
th oughtful, ethical and faithful principles in conversation w ith the
distinctive beliefs and values of the Catholic faith. Armed with the
broad rang e of critical insights into the practical application of
these principles as explored by the Core Curriculum, it is hoped
that students will be enabled to respond positively to the future
challenges of their chosen professional fields.
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STUDENT I SERVICES

SOCIAL JUSTICE GROUP RAISES AWARENESS

A

The visit by Iraqi doctor, Dr Salam Ismael,
was particularly of interest to the students.
They heard first-hand about the difficult
medical working conditions in Iraq . He
offered practical advice to them given that
they may be faced with challenging
environments in their future careers.

Dr Ismael explained that, "Working in a
politically
or
culturally
sensitive
environment where there has been a
destruction and collapse of infrastructure
such as water, medical supplies and
sanitation means that doctors must use
their skills in more ways than one."

"As a medical student it was fascinating to
learn of the realities of working as a doctor
in war torn countries. Medical aid work is
an area of interest for many Notre Dame
medical students, so it was fantastic to gain
such a personal insight," said first year
student Oliver Duncan.

Second year medical student and Social
Justice group member, Simon Clarkson said,
"Dr Ismael encouraged medical students to
ensure that as future doctors we never
compromise care to anyone on the basis of
race, religion, or geographical region."

Dr Salam Ismael

First semester saw the Fremantle Campus
Social Justice group active in a diverse range
of activities. They co-ordinated a number
of fund raising barbecues with the money
raised being donated to the Orphans of
Africa organisation; they promoted the
Fairtrade Fortnight campaign which is a
national campaign that highlights the
system of international commerce in which
producers in the developing world are paid
a fair price for their produce; and they
co-ordinated a talk to medical students by
the secretary general of the Doctors for Iraq
Society - a society which organises
volunteer doctors to help people in crisis
situations in Iraq.

A

Promoting Fairtrade products, Social Justice Group members, Simon Clarkson, Jamie Van Egmond, Mary Lawrence, Anne
Clifford and Daniel Craig.

CAREERS OFFICE GOES ONLINE!
Fremantle Campus has recently launched
Careerhub.
This new internet based
employment service - 'a one stop career
shop' is designed to assist students and
recent graduates of the University with
their career and job hunting needs.

LOOKING FOR A .JOB?
REGISTER NOW on

career. 0
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After extensive research to find the right
product an d over si x months of
development, the Careers Office on the
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Through Careerhub, students are able to
access part time, full time, casual and
volunteer opportunities. It also provides
recommendations on how to look for work,
write resumes, interview advice and career
planning as well as information to assist in
making the transition from university to
work. It has links to other helpful careers
websites and upcoming careers events both
on and off Campus.
Careerhub also has an automated emailing
service which enables students who are
registered to receive a regular email that
lists all of the relevant jobs currently
available on the site as well as the upcoming
events, resources and news that may be of
interest to them.

Manager of the Careers and Counselling
Office, Ms Susie Spensley believes that this is
an invaluable resource, not only for the
students but it will also assist in raising the
profile of Notre Dame graduates with
potential employers. Employers can promote
available job opportunities through this
service quickly and easily. In fact it is possible
for an advertisement to be online and
available to students within an hour!
While Careerhub is managed by Ms
Spensley from the Fremantle Campus,
already there are a number of job
opportunities on the site that are directly
relevant to students on all three campuses.
Ideally, students will access Careerhub as
soon as they commence their studies to
encourage them to start thinking about
their career early in their degree. This will
ensure that they are aware of the skills and
experience required to assist them in
obtaining their ideal job when t hey
complete university.

ALUMNI

PROFILES

Amanda Sapienza
Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of
Commerce 2002
graduated from Notre Dame in
December 2002, after six years of living
the life of a student and loving it. I now
live in Sydney and have been working at
the NSW Crown Solicitor's Office for about
nine months. I am employed as a solicitor
in the Administrative Law team and I am
happy to say that I am one of those
lawyers who loves their job. The work is
incredibly interesting - and those copious
notes from my Administrative Law unit at
Notre Dame are turning out to be very
useful! It's a fascinating time to work for
the State Government and the job allows
me to practise law while indulging my
interest in politics.
A

Amanda Sapienza and husband Richard Day.
Photograph courtesy of Tony Hewi tt Studi os.

Jacinta Perrigo
Bachelor of Arts (Ed) 2000
Bachelor of Education (Primary Ed) 2001
Master of Education (Curriculum) 2004
Master of Education (Religious Ed) 2005
I enrolled at Notre Dame mid year in 1998,
after beginning a Bachelor of Science
degree at The University of Western
Australia . After all of the fuss of the
Teriary Entrance Examination year had
died down, I realized that I did not just
want a job, I wanted a career. For me,
teaching was a natural progression, due
to the fact that it allowed me to work
with children in a meaningful way.

Working for the State Government also
means that I have been able to resume my
where there were only 30 people made
me feel at ease and I felt like the whole
learning process was more refined.
One of the best moments in my teaching
degree was doing my final teaching
practicum. I was lucky enough to head to
Our Lady Star of the Sea Esperance, which
was quite an experience. Living in a tin
shed with two other girls in the middle of
winter was tough but teaching in a location
with breathtaking views was amazing.

My first weeks were quite challenging as I
realised how different 'country' kids were
from 'city' kids. A vital part of living in a

Benjamin Reid

recipient, I extended my internship with
Chesterton to 12 months full-time
employment as a commercial and retail
property manager, after which, I headed
off to the United States. After spending
10 weeks on a Summer Camp program, I
took several months spending my highly
undervalued Australian do llar across
several US states.

A

Benjamin Reid

A s the 1998 Chesterton Inte rn ati ona l
(now Colliers) Business Scholarship

I'm still in close contact with some of the
crew from Notre Dame, although they are
now spread all over the country and
indeed the world . Sometimes when we're
back in Perth we drop in at the Campus to
see what's changed, what's still the same
and to catch up with familiar faces. It was
really special to be able to have our
wedding photos taken in the University's
main courtyard. The pictures came out
beautifully and when our Sydney friends
want to see for themselves just how
stunning Notre Dame is by looking
through our wedding album, we're
always happy to oblige!
country town is getting involved in the
community whenever possible. This has
contributed to me really enjoying my time
at St Matthew's and being thankful for
the opportunity I have. It has been big
change but a really rewarding experience.

This year, I was appointed A ssistant
Principal at St Matthew's School in
Narrogin, the centre for the Central South
region of Western Australia .

Straight away, I felt at home at Notre
Dame. Going from lectures where there
were close to 600 people to lectures

Bachelor of Business 1998

volunteer work with asylum seekers, and
the very decent hours enable me to
continue my involvement in various other
groups, not to mention see my husband on
a far more regular basis than was possible
when I worked in the private sector.

Eager for European work experience,
landed in London in October 1999 and
worked briefly for a local government
authority in commercial and industrial
property
management.
The
rea I
experien ce boost commenced when I
accepted a marketing role with PeoplePC
- a dotcom start-up who had est ablish ed
their European headquarters in Lo ndon 's
St Jam es Squ are. I spent the next 3 years
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Jacinta Perrigo

as European Marketing Manager covering
the UK, France and Ireland.
On returning to Perth, I accepted a two year
contract with WA:s Department of Health
pathology labs as State Marketing Manager
and completed a Masters of A ccounting.
Earlier this year, I took a position with
MatchPoint Consulting where my role
sees me taking companies through their
bid processes, investment funding, and
grant submissions.
Outside of work, my community interests
include being a second rate player and
Vice President for the mighty Claremont
Dolphins Water Polo Club, I hold a board
posit ion with the WA Water Po lo
Associat ion and I am actively engag ed
with Notre Dame's Alumni.
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